PRINT YOUR FIRST AND LAST NAME ON THE LINE BELOW:

The first eight questions can be answered with a phrase or a few sentences. You should be able to answer them in the space below each.

1). How does Sodaro’s definition of the state differ from the ones offered by Weber and Tilly??

Sodaro’s def. omits coercion or force

2) What is the technical difference between a government and a regime?

government is the people who rule the state; regime refers to the system for deciding who rules

3) Explain the difference between state capacity and state autonomy?

Capacity refers to the ability to monitor society OR enforce laws; autonomy is the ability to formulate goals separate from population OR independence from pop.

4) What is the purpose of the state according to Hobbes and Locke or Rousseau?

Hobbes: order & security; Locke: preservation of property; Rousseau: fulfill the general will

5) What is the difference between sovereignty and legitimacy?

Sov. is freedom from external rule or exclusive authority; legitimacy is the right to rule

6) In general, when did the military intervene in Turkish and Pakistani politics?

During periods of political disorder

7) What are the two main sources or forms of national identity?

Ethnic and civic identity or community

8) Why is it a mistake to refer to sovereign territorial states as “nation-states”?

Most states have more than one nation or ethnicity
9) What role does nationalism play in current Iraqi politics? How is nationalism a potential threat to the Iraqi state?

Population is divided along ethnic lines Kurds, Shiites, and Sunnis; or, unclear what Iraqi nationalism is after Saddam

Kurds might secede or separate; or, civil war might break out

10) How did ‘war make the state’?

states created administrative agencies or bureaucracies to fight wars
- sought to extract or get resources from society
- intervention in economy led to adjudication or settling disputes
- state involved in distribution and production of goods and services
- state protected supporters and allies and policed territory